Sweetwater pontoon boat wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of pontoon boat wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is a simplified
conventional photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and signal links between the devices. A wiring
diagram generally gives information about the relative position and also arrangement of devices
and terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in structure or servicing the device. A
photographic diagram would certainly show more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring
diagram uses a much more symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to fix problems as well as making certain that the
links have actually been made and also that everything is existing. Collection of pontoon boat
wiring schematic. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a basic aesthetic representation of the physical links
and physical design of an electrical system or circuit. It reveals just how the electrical wires are
adjoined as well as could likewise reveal where components and also parts might be attached to
the system. Use electrical wiring layouts to help in structure or manufacturing the circuit or
electronic device. They are also beneficial for making repair work. Do It Yourself lovers use
circuitry representations but they are likewise usual in house structure as well as automobile
repair. A house contractor will certainly desire to validate the physical area of electric outlets
and also light fixtures utilizing a wiring diagram to avoid expensive blunders and also
developing code infractions. A schematic reveals the plan and also function for an electric
circuit, yet is not worried with the physical layout of the cords. Electrical wiring representations
demonstrate how the cables are linked and where they ought to found in the real tool, as well as
the physical links between all the parts. Unlike a photographic diagram, a wiring diagram makes
use of abstract or streamlined forms and also lines to reveal components. Pictorial layouts are
usually pictures with tags or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical parts. If a line touching
one more line has a black dot, it suggests the lines are connected. Most signs used on a wiring
diagram look like abstract variations of the real objects they stand for. A switch will certainly be
a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot like a light switch you could flip on as
well as off. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of pontoon boat wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is
a simplified standard photographic depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of
the circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power as well as signal links in between the
tools. A wiring diagram typically gives info concerning the relative placement and also plan of
tools as well as terminals on the devices, to aid in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial
diagram would show much more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to stress interconnections over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to repair troubles and to make sure that all the links
have actually been made which every little thing is present. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Architectural circuitry
representations reveal the approximate locations and affiliations of receptacles, lights, and also
long-term electrical solutions in a building. Adjoining wire courses could be shown
approximately, where specific receptacles or components have to get on a typical circuit. Wiring
layouts use common symbols for circuitry devices, normally various from those utilized on
schematic layouts. The electrical signs not just show where something is to be set up, however
additionally what type of device is being mounted. For example, a surface ceiling light is
revealed by one icon, a recessed ceiling light has a different icon, and also a surface area
fluorescent light has an additional symbol. Each sort of switch has a different icon therefore do
the different electrical outlets. There are symbols that reveal the location of smoke detectors,
the buzzer chime, and thermostat. On large projects signs may be phoned number to show, as
an example, the panel board and circuit to which the device links, and to recognize which of a
number of kinds of component are to be set up at that area. A set of wiring representations may
be called for by the electric evaluation authority to approve connection of the house to the
public electric supply system. Circuitry layouts will also consist of panel timetables for breaker
panelboards, and also riser diagrams for special solutions such as emergency alarm or shut
circuit tv or various other special solutions. New Posts. Members Profile. Post Reply. Went
home and spent 3 hours on the toon after work. Wire brushed the front and rear cross member
rails, the trim for both and the transom plate. Installed all of the trim and put the bolts through
the transom plate. I found out my German torque specs gootentite don't work on stainless steel
after breaking one. I was thinking of drilling out the holes to fit some of the stainless rail mount
bolts through there. Can't hurt right? Tonight I put in the panel on the other side long rail.
Tomorrow I get the last rail from the welder and start bolting them down Saturday. This is the
fold i was talking about at the ends to make it not sharp without molding. Sorry these are low
light, pre-dawn pictures. They are still better than the no light, night pictures. Just noticed all of
the recycled coors light cans there. There must be a drunk that lives around there! I should have

cleaned the toons while it was stripped down to the rails. Oh well, I am sure I can still giter'dun!
I bag all mine up and once a quarter take them in and usually get a free case with the money I
get back from the recycler. Saturday I was able to get all of the rails bolted down and the
furniture put together and arranged. I have not bolted them down yet because I think I am going
to need to go back and silicone the extruded lips or I am going to have to change her name to
the Rattleship! There were a few cervezas consumed on the pon Toon that night! Allow a little
air and better vision IMO. What do you think of those round driving lights? Someone told me
driving lights are not recommended because it meeses up your night vision and those of any
other boats around. Plus they said it may make it harder to see your navigation lights. I know, I
wouldn't mind being able to see the river as I am navigationg at night. The lights are usually
called docking lights! Only used for docking! If you had those on while navigating you would
probably get stopped by the MAN! Most people use a spot light for occasional glimpses of their
area at night. If you had those suckers on all the time you would only be able to see directly in
front of you and be blinded everywhere else, in my opinion of course. You are making quick
work compared to my build. I started on of last year and still not done all the way. Keep up the
great work! My front gate only has the middle section filled in. I am going to do just the opposite
and fill in the bottom section, because of my daughters dog always wanting to jump out!
Sunday, I was able to get the 4 fishing seats mounted and the decals put on. I guess the next
step is to mount the motor, run the cables and wiring. I need to build the box that is going to
house the tanks, batteries and live well. I am going to use one long box for the tanks and
batteries along the opposite side of the back seats. I'll probably put some foam tape around the
edges as well. Do I need to put a vent or two in the fuel tank box section? The decals are not
applied as well as I would have liked. I didn't use enough soapy water and I have a ton of air
bubbles. You can only see them when you get close. I guess that is fine, because I beat the crud
out of the new siding which you can see in the picture too. Next time, i do not used the extruded
lip, I will just screw it or rivet it down instead. That crud is a pain!!! Like Craig said Not while
underway. In my area running with your docking lights on is technically illegal And I wish it was.
We have way too many folks who treat them like headlights at night and they are a true hazard!
Going to place an order today from pontoonstuff. I need to order some matching vinyl and the
aluminum corner caps. After all of this work the old rubber ones just don't look right!
SunBlocker wrote: Like Craig said Thank you both for that info. I guess, I will just use some
standard "docking" lights then. That's why I asked all you knowledgable folks! Then, I had to
pull out the tap and die set to fix the threads I beat up trying to remove the steering wheel
originally. I laid out the pattern for the switch panels and guages as well. I bought 2, seasense, 5
switch with 12 volt charger panels. More switches than I think I will need, but who knows what
crazy stuff I will add in the future. So, I wouldn't need the fuse block any more and could just
add 2 terminal strips, 1 for power, 1 for ground. Or, I could cut out the in line fuses and use the
OEM fuse and ground panel, that way each switch gets its own fuse again and wire it from there.
The switches are power in, power out only, so all of the grounds are designed to go to the main
ground terminal. Which, for my simple mind is a lot easier as all of the jumpers on the OEM
panel switches confuse the crud out of me. One up front, maybe in the front of my console and
one in the rear on the end of my battery box. So, I am going to see if they give off enough light
to meet my needs. That is the whole reason I went with them. The youtube videos I have found
show them flickering with the bass of the music, but I think that is probably because they didn't
run a seperate power source and only used the current from the speaker wire. I guess we will
find out. It helped me a lot of course no fuse block since the switches all had breakers Since
this question seems to come up on a fairly regular basis, figured may as well put something
here. So, yesterday it was cold and rainy here in SoCal. I don't mind because we definitely need
the rain, plus I pulled my console out and worked on it in the garage. Here is what I got done. I
cut out a 6x16 piece of aluminum diamond plate I had lying around to make this mounting plate
for the fuse block and any other accessories that need to be mounted inside the console. I
didn't like the idea of screwing everything directly to the plastic on the console. I mounted it
with 4 stainless bolts and nuts with a spacer between the console and plate. Here it is all wired
up and ready to go. As, you can see, everything is labeled at the fuse block and at the switches.
I think I am going to get some of those rubber sleeve clamps and mount them at all 4 of the
bolts to run the wires through for a cleaner finish. Today, I am going to wire the guages and if
the weather lightens up, mount the motor and run the controls, so I can figure out where I am
going to mount my console and get this thing wired up. I need to get as much done this
weekend, as I am going to be in Vegas next weekend. It will be the first weekend since I bought
it that I haven't worked on it. I hope to have it on the water to find out if it floats by March 28th. If
all goes well, we will take our first river trip of the year the next weekend for my son's 18th
birthday! Thanks Curtis! I was able to get outside between the sprinkles and figure out what

wires on my OEM plug corresponded with the wires in the harness for the original lights and
accessories. Then I was able to wire that plug into my new switches and fuse block. All the
important stuff is ready to plug and play! That looks a heck of a lot better than mine! I need to
go back in there and tidy everything up Going to use the leftover carpet on the sides and get
matching vinyl for the top. Still need to build 2 for the front. One for the bait tank and one to
match on the other side for storage. Just to make it symmetrical. I plan to add one more piece of
plywood between the tanks. Not a lot to post about lately. We went to Vegas last weekend, so I
didn't get a whole lot done. I have been working on finishing all of the boxes after work though. I
used plywood from home depot, so I am painting them with an exterior paint, hoping it will help
some. I hope to have them finished tonight so I can carpet the sides and vinyl the lids. I have
made a list of things left to do. Think I can finish this weekend? I have everything I need. I am
going to call some buddies and have a "finish this damn pontoon" party! We'll see who shows
up to help and who gets to go out on it first. The new motor and controls aren't long enough to
reach where they need to be mounted. The control calls on the Johnson were on the right side
of the motor. The mercury is on the left, too damn far away with same length 12' cables. I'm
stuck! I was thinking this control with 15' cables would work. I was wondering if I could mount a
surface style one on the left top of my console but they don't come with key switches, so I
would have to try to figure that out. Crisis converted! I figured out how to change the cables!
Hopefully I can get them soon. First of all it looks great. Second sounds like your on the right
track with your cables. I spent days looking for a way to hook new style steering to and old
motor. I plan to be on the water next Sunday to see if it floats. This is not a top priority as I can
get it on the water without them. Oh yeah, I need to install the registration decals yet. This is the
box for my livewell. I used 1" foam and matched the vinyl on my fishing seats rather than the
vinyl on my loungers. I have the corner piece cut but I am waiting for my cupholders to come in
before i get them in. There will be a matching box on the other side as well for storage. Only
problem is, I went past the rail and the latch won't work anymore, but I have already formulated
a plan for a new design. Looks awesome! I cut a piece of diamond plate to mount to my rails for
the control box. I decided to put the back, brushed aluminum side to the outside to match the
rails. I ran the control cables, battery cables, fuel lines and steering cables, wiring harness and
plug it all in. I rtan them through nice, new, pretty shifter boots to keep some of the water out.
You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot
delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls
in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. Oh yea. I still need to clean the toons. I plan
to be on the water sometime next month!!!! Fingers crossed. It's only money right? Then, I am
going to figure out how to wire the tach, volt and hour gauge. Can you think of any other
accessories I may need switches for? General Instrument Wiring Diagram. I still need to get a
glove box to put in opposite of the radio. This is what my new speakers look like with the built in
led's. Absolutely Beautiful! Dang phone! Almost done! Forum Permissions You cannot post new
topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in
this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You
cannot vote in polls in this forum. Pontoon Boat Wiring Diagram â€” avalon pontoon boat wiring
diagram, bennington pontoon boat wiring diagram, bentley pontoon boat wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement consists of various unique parts. Each component should be set and
connected with other parts in specific way. Otherwise, the structure will not work as it ought to
be. To be able to make sure that the electric circuit is constructed correctly, Pontoon Boat
Wiring Diagram is demanded. How does this diagram help with circuit construction? The
diagram offers visual representation of an electric structure. On the other hand, the diagram is a
simplified version of this structure. It makes the procedure for building circuit simpler. There
are just two things which are going to be found in any Pontoon Boat Wiring Diagram. The first
element is symbol that indicate electrical element from the circuit. A circuit is generally
composed by various components. Another thing that you will locate a circuit diagram could be
traces. Lines in the diagram show how every component connects to a another. The
arrangement is also not logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to place
component in a spot relative to other elements within the circuit. One thing that you must learn
before studying a circuit diagram would be your symbols. Every symbol that is presented on the
diagram shows specific circuit element. The most common elements are capacitor, resistor, and
battery. Additionally, there are other components like ground, switch, engine, and inductor.
According to earlier, the traces at a Pontoon Boat Wiring Diagram represents wires. Sometimes,
the wires will cross. Injunction of two wires is usually indicated by black dot on the junction of
two lines. Colours can also be utilized to differentiate wires. Ordinarily, there are two chief kinds
of circuit connections. The very first one is known as string connection. Because of the
electrical current in each and every part is similar while voltage of the circuit is total of voltage

in each component. Parallel link is much more complicated compared to string one. Unlike in
series connection, the voltage of each element is comparable. It is because the component is
directly linked to electricity supply. This circuit consists of branches which are passed by
distinct electric current amounts. The present joins together when the branches meet. There are
several things that an engineer should pay attention to if drawing wirings diagram. First of all,
the symbols utilized in the diagram should be accurate. It must represent the specific
component necessary to construct a planned circuit. It is also highly suggested that engineer
brings positive supply and damaging source symbols for better interpretation. Meanwhile, the
negative supply emblem is place under it. The current flows from the left side to right. In
addition to this, diagram drawer is recommended to limit the number of line crossing. The line
and part placement ought to be made to minimize it. As you can begin drawing and interpreting
Pontoon Boat Wiring Diagram can be a complicated task on itself. The information and
suggestions that have been elaborated above should be a great kick start, however. Pontoon
Boat Wiring Diagram. Each component should be set and connected withâ€¦. True Freezer T 49F
Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t
49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct parts.
Each part should be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v
pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring
diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be
placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Gallery of Pontoon Boat
Wiring Diagram. Related Post to Pontoon Boat Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram 7 Way
Rv Wiring Diagram â€” 7 way camper plug wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade trailer side wiring
diagram, 7 way rv flat blade wiring diagram, Every electric structure is composed of various
diverse pieces. Surround Sound Wiring Diagram. Ready to install pontoon boat wiring harness
for pontoon boats up to 28'. Our universal pontoon boat wiring harness plugs directly into our
switch panel or your existing electrical accessories. Wire runs are correctly gauged to the usual
amp draw for each pontoon boat accessory and master circuit protection is included for the
entire electrical system. Click Here for Installation Instructions. Fused circuit breaker to help
prevent overload and fire. Easy hook ups built into harness. Simplify and upgrade your pontoon
boat electrical system with our pontoon boat wiring harness. Complete your upgrade with our
"quick connect" switch panel. I have an old pontoon with no lights and just an Ignition with
Choke. Will your harness run my Ignition and electric choke? Unfortunately, A ignition switch
and choke are motor specific. If I order this wire harness, the small switch panel and the
instrument panel with the Tachometer, and volt meter will they all plug in together? This
Pontoon Boat Wiring Harness is plug and play with all of our products. Should allow for easy
installation. Is the only wiring harness I need for suntracker. Will this also be used for ignition to
star the motor. Here is a list of the things that the Pontoon Boat Wiring Harness will hook up
easily to. Would this wiring harness work for a Bennington Sedona? Thank you! Does this
wiring harness also work with the "deluxe Switch panel" which has the additional accessory
switches, socket and USB port? Yes, This pontoon wiring harness will plug in and work directly
with the deluxe switch panel. Will this harness work with a helm located in the bow of the boat?
My boat is 24' long and helm is 3' from the bow. Yes, this pontoon wiring harness should work
with your helm being located in the back of your pontoon boat. This harness is designed for
pontoon boast up to 28' in length, you should have enough wiring to reach all of the
components on your pontoon boat. I bought your harness and switch panel I plugged the
harness into the switches but I have two other plugs that go together why do I need them and
do you have a schematic for this harness. If you email us at Support pontoonstuff. We will be
able to help you further with these. Fuses are built into this wiring harness. You should be able
to plug and play with this style. Order By 4pm est. Accessories In Stock. Description Ready to
install pontoon boat wiring harness for pontoon boats up to 28'. Click Here for Installation
Instructions Fused circuit breaker to help prevent overload and fire. Purchase our pontoon
switch panel and plug it directly into our harness to quickly upgrade and replace your
accessories and light switches. Universal adapter plug comes with each harness which allows
you to wire it directly to your existing system. We've taken the work and confusion out of wiring
your pontoon boat. Simply plug in the new harness and your done. Will this also be used for
ignition to star the motor Here is a list of the things that the Pontoon Boat Wiring Harness will
hook up easily to. Yes this pontoon wiring harness would work with your pontoon boat. I
bought your harness and switch panel I plugged the harness into the switches but I have two
other plugs that go together why do I need them and do you have a schematic for this harness If
you email us at Support pontoonstuff. More pontoon boat seats and accessories In a boat,
electricity is stored in one or more batteries. They can hold an enormous amount of energy,
capable of pushing hundreds, or even a thousand amps more than your entire house uses â€¦

so care must be taken, and proper circuit protection should not be ignored. Greatly generalizing
the topic here, but you usually run into two types of batteries in the size of boat we deal with:.
Batteries have a positive and negative. For current to flow which does the work a complete
circuit must be made from positive back to the negative. A normal battery might have AH amp
hours of capacity. Meaning it can run a 1A load for 70 to 80 hours, or a 10A load for 7 to 8 hours
before it is discharged. Much appreciated. Have an awesome holiday! In nearly all cases your
boat wiring system should have a marine grade main battery disconnect switch. This allows you
to open the switch turning everything off at once. Both battery positives are ran through this
switch, and you can use it to select which battery you want to output, similar to an A-B switch.
But a BOTH marine battery switch also allows you to parallel both batteries. The both setting
might be used when you are running your engine and want to charge both batteries from the
alternator, or if you need to parallel the batteries in an emergency to help start your engine if
your start battery becomes too depleted. I allows your house and start battery to remain
isolated except for emergency conditions. Used to shutoff everything and prevent trickle
charges from draining your battery. This way, even if your battery switch is off, if your boat
starts filling with water the pump will still kick on. Notice the fuse shown â€” this needs to be
circuit protected with an inline fuse like this one. We have an in depth article here on how to
wire a bilge pump â€¦ check that out as well for more details. It looks great and using your
tutorials I have been able to rewire my 10 year old center console. The support I received from
New Wire Marine went above and beyond. Thank You! The next step is to get the power from the
house battery up to the switch panel where we can use it to do some good. Two conductors â€”
a positive from the battery switch with a fuse and a negative from the ganged together battery
negatives should be ran to where the central switch panel is. You should use marine grade
primary wire for this. This is sometimes a long wiring run on a boat. Plus these two conductors
will carry the current of all your electrical loads combined, so they are typically fairly beefy
cables. Prevent voltage drop by using larger cable. The power cables will be run to your New
Wire Marine custom marine switch panel and your tinned marine negative bus bar. The main
house battery positive conductor will feed directly into the new switch panel. They asked the
right questions and provided great solutions! This is meant to land on a terminal block like this
one. Each switch output gets its own gang on the terminal block, and with the labels right there
it makes a handy breakout point for troubleshooting or adding items down the road. This is how
one of our fully wired switch panels would interface with a terminal block. From here the rest of
the wiring is straightforward. Just hookup your existing boat wiring infrastructure to the
terminal block and buss bar. Positives to the terminal block, and negative to the bus bar. Most
are terminated with standard 8 ring terminals. The positives of course must be installed on the
correct gang associated with the respective switch for that load. The negatives can go on any
screw on the buss bar, they are just trying to get back to the negative post on the battery.
Wiring A Boat eric steele T A few notes before we start: Positive wires are red in our guide, your
boat may have other colors Negative wires are black or may be yellow on your boat Current is
measured in Amps A Potential difference is measured in Volts V Current flows through the
wires like water through a pipe. Like water pressure in a pipe. Jump To Complete Diagram. The
Electrical Source: a Battery. A normal battery might be able to push A or more current A normal
battery might have AH amp hours of capacity. TIP: use the tabs to view and hide notes. Diagram
View Notes. View Notes. Angels Camp, CA. Main Battery Switch. View Our Battery Switches.
Bethesda, MD. See More Example Switch Panels. Houston, TX. Install Terminal Block as
Breakout Point. Vero Beach, FL. Here is a tabbed step-by-step diagram for how to wire a boat.
Battery Switch. Bilge Float Switch. Main Feeders. Terminal Block. Load Wiring. Dig our Boat
Wiring Content? Go to Top. Review Comment: Will this work on a 24 ft Harris float pontoon with
a Mariner 40 hp motor. Review Comment: will this fit a 24ft. This is a universal wiring harness
and will fit up to a 30' pontoon boat!! Thank you for your question. SKU: H. Add to Cart.
Universal Pontoon Boat Harness System. Product Details. Wiring your pontoon boat can be a
hassle when trying to use your old pontoon boat wiring harness. Our wiring system includes;
male and female main plastic connectors, in-line battery fuse, and a 6 option fuse block, color
coded wires that are pre-labeled for your convenience, waterproof shrink wrap butt connectors
to help ensure your wires have a good connection and are protected from the outside elements.
This pontoon boat wiring harness has been designed so that anyone can re-wire their pontoon
boat quickly and easily. Product Reviews. Rate this product:. Check the check boxes next to the
additional products that you would like to add to the shopping cart, then click on the "Add to
Cart" button above. A check box is not shown if a product requires that you select an option or
fill out a field. Quick View. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media
New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only.

Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Thread starter pokerintel15 Start date Apr 17, Joined Apr 17, Messages
8. Splat Lieutenant. Joined Jul 20, Messages 1, Re: wiring a pontoon boat Go to the electronics
forum and check out the diagrams in the sticky at the top of the page. Silvertip Supreme
Mariner. Joined Sep 22, Messages 28, Re: wiring a pontoon boat You find a spot for the battery.
Two 10 gauge wires red and black from there to the fuse or circuit breaker panel at the helm.
From the breaker panel you run separate circuits two wires - one hot, one ground to each device
lights, radio, etc. See the Generic Wiring Diagram in the Electronics forum. You must log in or
register to reply here. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media
New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Need a very simple wiring diagram for navagation lights. Thread starter
Baytown. Joined Jan 10, Messages I Need a very very simple wiring diagram for navagation
lights. Mounting the red and green on seperate sides of a center console and the anchor light in
the back, thanx. Don S Honorary Moderator Emeritus. Joined Aug 31, Messages 62, Re: Need a
very simple wiring diagram for navagation lights. Joined Mar 1, Messages 1, These are the
navagation lights I will be using. I had used these same on another boat I had built about 4
years ago I had bought off Ebay. The navagation lights diagram drawing I found in my files, I
had used on same boat, just could not remember where it was until now. I used a pull pull
switch. Thanx for yalls help again, good fishin. Joined Jul 24, Messages The navagation lights
diagram drawing I found in my files That is a nice drawing of rectangles and lines with random
colors used, but it is not an electrical drawing that makes any sense. NYBo Admiral. Joined Oct
23, Messages 7, You run the negative leads from all the lights to the battery negative or the
negative buss under the console ; the positive side for all lights goes through the switch. Same
concept as in the top diagram in the thread that was linked By Don. Silvertip Supreme Mariner.
Joined Sep 22, Messages 28, There are four problems with the diagram. Negative lines go to
ground wherever you find it -- that's not on the switch 2 the diagram does not show "where" on
the switch each wire goes. Push-pull nav light switches, just like the three, six, and seven
terminal toggle or rocker switches, must be wired correctly. Your diagram does not show that.
Red is the positive feed. Only one red wire should exit the battery or preferably the fuse panel
INTO the switch. Grounds black wires FROM the lights connects to a ground buss or the
negative terminal of the battery. The positive line for any light comes from the switch, not
directly from the battery unless you happen to want the light on all the time. Ok, yes I know yall
think I'm a big dummy, but I think with yalls help, I got it figured out in my mind and on paper,
see diagram below, thanx again for all yalls help. Let me know if I'm wrong. The last diagram
was the one I had that was wrong 4 years ago and had to change it up also. You need an Off- On
circuit 1 - On circuit 1 and 2. My drawing may be off as to which terminal on the switch is
actually battery, 1 and 2, as they change from manufacturer to manufacturer, just look at the
instructions that come with the switch you get. Last edited: May 3, Don S. I already have the
switch, just got my wires were crossed!! I was looking at an old diagram that was wrong. LOL
All is working right now. I had a tiller motor, and now have installed a center console and
steering and the boat mechanic drilled a 2" hole from the back and into the front of the rear seat
filled with foam for a wiring tunnel and put in a piece of PVC pipe, and run all the cables thru to
the console. Now running the bilge pump and white anchor light wires into the tunnel so I can
hook them up. That is all the wires in the tunnel now. All lights, GPS, dept finder, bilge pump will
go thru a fuse panel under the console and switches will be on it also. All wires will be hooked
onto the troll motor battery that is under the console now. Thanx for all yalls help, Doyle. Just to
clarify Nobody said or even insinuated that you were a dummy. You asked for help and it was
given. I was laughing at myself for some dumb mistakes I make. I think the older I get, the less I
know. I know I have C. I used a wiring diagram that was given to me approx 4 years ago and it
was wrong then and is still wrong now. Had in an old file , the only one and just printed it, tried
it and it would not work, so I asked for yalls help. I do appreciate it very much. That file has been
replaced by the right version. Joined Mar 24, Messages Where is the fuse?? Fireman Rear
Admiral. Joined Sep 17, Messages 4, I already had the switch, so that is what I used. Thanx for
yalls help, good fishin. Found this quote in another forum. Quote: I've yet to find a switch that
lasts forever in the salt environment, only ones that last longer than others. The old standard
pull switches do a fine job and are simple and easy to replace. As with anything, you get what

you pay for and the cheaper ones don't last a year or two before they start getting "sweet spots"
where you have to jiggle them to keep the lights on. It's all because of the nature of ANY
mechanical switch, there is a shaft that has a seal that will eventually let water in and wipe it
out. Pull's or toggles, they all have the same issue. Toggles are gaining popularity because they
can be part of the boats switch panel instead of having a lot of pull buttons all over the place.
Makes a neater, cleaner installation and is easier to wire up. Sticking with the more expensive
brands Cole Hersee, Carlingswitch, Blue Seas should give you twice the lifetime over the
cheaper knock offs that don't use quality components. Joined May 3, Messages 2. Welcome to
iboats henkemm You need to start a new thread with YOUR problem, not hijack someone elses
thread. You need troubleshooting help not how to wire in new lights. Don, not sure how to start
a new thread. Looked in FAQ and didn't see anything in there about how to do this. Kinda new
to the whole forum thing. Thanks, Matt. You must log in or register to reply here. With such an
illustrative manual, you will be capable of troubleshoot, prevent, and complete your projects
without difficulty. Not merely will it assist you to achieve your required outcomes quicker, but
also make the entire process easier for everybody. This e-book can show to be the ideal device
for all these who want to develop a well-organized and well-planned working surroundings.
Wiring Diagram comes with several easy to follow Wiring Diagram Directions. These guidelines
will likely be easy to understand and use. With this manual, you may be able to see how each
component ought to be related and the exact actions you ought to take to be able to
successfully full a specific task. Wiring Diagram consists of many in depth illustrations that
show the relationship of various products. It contains directions and diagrams for different
varieties of wiring strategies and other things like lights, home windows, and so on. The book
incorporates a great deal of useful tips for different circumstances that you might come across
when you are working with wiring problems. Every one of those suggestions are illustrated with
practical illustrations. Wiring Diagram not just provides detailed illustrations of everything you
can perform, but also the methods you should adhere to whilst doing so. Furthermore, Wiring
Diagram gives you enough time body during which the projects are for being completed. Wiring
diagram also offers helpful ideas for projects that may demand some extra equipment. This
guide even contains recommendations for extra provides that you could require in order to
complete your assignments. It will likely be able to offer you with further equipment like
conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, etc. Wiring Diagram consists of each illustrations and
step-by-step guidelines that will permit you to actually build your project. This is useful for the
two the folks and for specialists that are seeking for more information regarding how to es
delayed accessory relay ford
mono guitar
vw jetta fuse diagram
tablished up a working environment. Wiring Diagrams are made to be easy to understand and
easy to build. You can discover this guide easy to make use of and also really affordable. You
are able to often count on Wiring Diagram as an essential reference that can enable you to save
money and time. In addition, this book gives useful ideas for a lot of various assignments that
you will likely be in a position to accomplish. With this kind of an illustrative guidebook, you will
be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and full your tasks with ease. Not merelyâ€¦. With this kind of an
illustrative guide, you are going to have the ability to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your
assignments with ease. Repair Guides Wiring Diagrams Wiring Diagrams Autozone â€” Pontoon
Boat Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram not just provides detailed illustrations of everything you
can perform, but also the methods you should adhere to whilst doing so. Gallery of Pontoon
Boat Wiring Diagram. Surround Sound Wiring Diagram.

